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DescriptionDescription. Recycling bin for interior. Lid in polycarbonate, available in colourless and anthracite with an 
articulated axle in stainless steel of 1,5 mm. Body made of 4 metallic faces of 0,8 mm., linked by metallic 
rivets. Metal base of 3 mm.

Characteristics.Characteristics. Smoothed metallic areas do not let any cutting area and confer a great rigidity. Base with 4 
riveted nuts to, possibly, place casters and make easier its use. The pivot allows the total opening of the lid, 
by making easier its maintaining and by preventing its breaking-off. To place in places where there is many 
people or in offices, possibility to encourage the user to make the waste sorting. In this case, it is advised to 
order the certified recycling colour parts.

Finishes.Finishes. Varnishes, gloss paints, powder paints, and their applications take in account the environmental 
needs and do not cause any danger to the user.

Fire resistance.Fire resistance. Metal structure and glass are fire resistant; does not cause toxic smoke, neither drops which 
spread fire. Classified M0 and the lid V-2.

Environment. Environment. Materials may be easily disassembled to be recycled and already contain a significant part of 
recycled products. The composition of these products guarantees a long life cycle.

Accessories. Accessories. Casters in option. Possibility to incorporate a specification plate in methacrylate colourless of 3 
mm. in the lid line to avoid the breakage. It is useful to indicate the recycling or to customize. In the same 
container: possibility to have 2 waste compartments with the handling accessories.

Maintenance.Maintenance. Clean with a dry rag and a neutral detergent.

Dimensions/Weight/Capacity.Dimensions/Weight/Capacity. (L x A x H) - 71 x 24 x 35 cm. (45 l.) / 40 x 24 x 35 cm. (25 l.)

Packaging. Packaging. Carton box with inside plastic bag. 73  x 26 x 37 cm. / 42 x 26 x 37 cm.     

Guarantee.Guarantee. This product is guaranteed for two years according to the following conditions: the damage does 
not have to be deliberated, the consequence of a bad use or a bad handling.

Colors.Colors. 

Personalization. Personalization. Possibility to incorporate a text or a logo on the methacrylate area.
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